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Autumn sailing in the Mediterranean
Autumn races in the western Mediterranean
----------------------------AUTUMN SAILING IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

It' just finished a magnificent European Championship in Sweden, followed daily by Stavros thank
you, and we are sure that the Gold Cup in Germany will be just as lively and interesting.
But, by the end of August is the time to plan sailing autumn, and where to go if not in the
Mediterranean? The temperature is mild, the days are longer and, very important, the Mediterranean
cuisine is what is best for regeneration after races and lower cholesterol.
In the journey towards the Mediterranean we suggest you stop and sail in Torbole to enjoy the
beautiful weather of Lake Garda, where they grow lemons, produce an excellent olive oil and the
wind blowing from north or south, depending on whether it is night or day.
To take care of health and beauty of your beloved dragon, keep in mind that in Imperia (Italy) is
located the Sibma Navale Shipyard, which specializes in the restoration and maintenance of classic
wooden dragons, providing also repairs and service to the Petticrows Dragons.
AUTUMN RACES IN THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
. Cannes (FRA), 21-25 September, Régates Royales (YC de Cannes)
Notice of race
. Torbole (ITA), 8–10 October , H-D Wagner Cup (CV Torbole & German Dragon Association)
Notice of race
. Saint Tropez (FRA), 13-17 October, Dragon Saint Tropez (SN de Saint Tropez)
Notice of Race
. Cannes (FRA), 6-8 November, Armistice Cup – Championnat Int. De Méditerranée des
Dragons (YC de Cannes)
Notice of race not yet available
. Imperia (ITA), 21-22 November, Ernesto Quaranta & Partnership Trophy (Porto Maurizio
YC)

Notice of Race
. Cannes (FRA), 4-6 December, Coupe d'Hiver des Dragons (YC de Cannes)
NOR not yet available
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